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1 Introduction.The continuously rising success of interior point techniques applied to Linear Programminghas stimulated research in various related �elds. One possible line of generalization consistsin looking at linear programs over non-polyhedral cones. This type of generalization isstudied in the present paper.To be speci�c, let Mn denote the vector space of symmetric n� n matrices. SupposeA :Mn 7! <k; B :Mn 7! <m are two linear operators and C 2 Mn; a 2 <k; b 2 <m:We study the following optimization problem:(SDP) maximize tr CXsubject to a�A(X) = 0b�B(X) � 0X � 0:This is a semide�nite linear program, because we optimize a linear function subject tolinear inequality and equality constraints over positive semide�nite matrices X.Our main motivation to study this kind of problem comes from applications in discreteoptimization. In particular, we will investigate a new, powerful, and tractable relaxation ofthe max-cut problem as well as other graph bisection problems. Also max-min eigenvalueproblems over an a�ne parameter space fall into the present framework and can be handledwith our approach.The main contribution of the paper is the following: we will propose a primal-dualinterior point algorithm for problem (SDP) and present a theoretical convergence analysis,showing global convergence. Moreover, we will discuss implementation details and presentsome computational experiments indicating that the approach is also highly e�cient inpractice.We close this section by describing research related to our work. Alizadeh, Haeberly,Jarre and Overton [2, 3, 4, 13, 14, 18, 19] consider a problem similar to ours. Their modelsallow only equality constraints, and no inequalities. Algorithmically, these authors usemostly interior point based techniques to solve the problem. Alizadeh proposes a potentialreduction method and shows a polynomial running time to �nd an �-optimal solution.Jarre uses a barrier approach and works directly on the dual. Our approach is closestto the one of Jarre, but we use a primal-dual variant, and include also linear inequalities.Finally Overton [18, 19] studies the problem under nonlinear equality constraints and againwithout inequalities. The formulations in [13, 18, 19, 4] are not in the form above, but itis an easy exercise to transform them into our model.1.1 PreliminariesWe �rst collect some preliminary results and notation. We work mainly in the space Mnof symmetric n� n matrices, endowed with inner producthU; V i := tr(UV T ):1



The curly inequality symbol refers to the L�owner partial order induced by the cone ofpositive semide�nite matrices; i.e., M1 � M2 (M1 �M2) means that M2 �M1 is positivesemide�nite (positive de�nite, respectively). In contrast, the usual inequality symbol,v � w, refers to the partial order induced by the cone of nonnegative vectors; Themaximumeigenvalue of M is denoted by �max(M). A similar notation is used for the minimumeigenvalue.Associated with any linear operator A : Mn 7! <k is another linear operator, whichwe denote by AT and which is de�ned by the adjoint relationhA(X); yi = hX;AT (y)i; for all X 2 Mn; y 2 <k:Here we have used the angle bracket both for the inner product in Mn and in <k.For any convex cone S in Rn, we let S� denote the dual cone; i.e.,S� = fy 2 <n : xTy � 0 for all x 2 Sg:In a slight abuse, given a real function function f de�ned on a real domain and a vectorv in <n, we will occasionally write f(v) for (f(v1); : : : ; f(vn)). Here, f will usually be thelogarithm or a power function.Finally, for X inMn, we let diag(X) denote the vector in <n consisting of the diagonalelements of X. Analogously, for a vector x in <n, we let Diag(x) denote the diagonalmatrix in Mn whose diagonal elements are obtained from x.2 DualityThe general duality theory for problems such as (SDP) has been thoroughly studied, seee.g. [27]. It can be summarized as follows.Suppose S and T are two closed convex cones in Rn and Rm, respectively. Let c 2<n; b 2 <m and the m� n matrix A be given. We de�ne the following two optimizationproblems (P) and (D). (P ) maximize cTxsubject to Ax� b 2 Sx 2 T;(D) minimize bTysubject to c�ATy 2 T �y 2 S�:We tacitly assume that both problems have feasible solutions. If a so-called constraintquali�cation holds, then it can be shown that both problems form a pair of dual problemsand strong duality holds; i.e., the minimum attained in (P) coincides with the maximumattained in (D), see e.g. [27]. (Weak duality, the max being less than or equal to the min,2



always holds and is trivial to prove.) If both S and T are polyhedral, then we have thestandard Linear Programming duality.In the present paper, we consider the situation where T corresponds to the cone ofpositive semide�nite matrices, while S is a polyhedral cone. Indeed, since Mn is ann(n+1)=2 dimensional vector space, we can identify a matrices inMn with correspondingvectors in <n(n+1)=2. Making this identi�cation and letting T denote the cone of positivesemide�nite matrices and S the polyhedral coneS = (0;<m+ )(representing the vector equalities and inequalities in (SDP)), we see that (SDP) can berephrased in the formulation above.We now write down the dual to (SDP). Noting that S� = (<k;<m+ ) and T � = T , we get(DSDP) minimize aTy + bT tsubject to AT (y) +BT (t)� C � 0y 2 <k; t 2 <m+ :Existence of an optimal solution and strong duality cannot be guaranteed unless someadditional assumptions, such as Slater's constraint quali�cation, are made. (A modi�cationof the dual allows strong duality in the general setting, see [27].)In our applications, we will focus mostly on the special case where A(X) = diag(X),in which case AT (y) = Diag(y).We conclude this section by showing that the dual (DSDP) could be quite easily deriveddirectly using Lagrangian methods. Indeed, let !� denote the optimal objective value for(SDP). Introducing Lagrange multipliers y 2 <k and t 2 <m+ for the equality and inequalityconstraints, respectively, we see that!� = maxX�0 mint�0;y tr CX + yT (a�A(X)) + tT (b�B(X))� mint�0;ymaxX�0 tr(C �AT (y)�BT (t))X + aTy + bT t:Now note that the inner maximization over X is bounded from above only ifAT (y) +BT (t)� C � 0:In this case the maximum occurs if complementarity holds, i.e.tr(C �AT (y)�BT (t))X = 0:Thus we get the (weak) dual!� � minAT (y) +BT (t)� C � 0t � 0 aTy + bT t:This is precisely (DSDP). Again, the duality gap from interchanging max and min vanishesonly under additional assumptions on the Lagrangian.Before developing an algorithm for (SDP), we �rst show in the next section that thistype of problem provides strong machinery for deriving tight bounds to several basic NP-hard optimization problems. 3



3 Applications3.1 Max-Cut ProblemThe max-cut problem is the problem of partitioning the node set of an edge-weightedundirected graph into two parts so as to maximize the total weight of edges cut by thepartition. We tacitly assume that the graph in question is complete (if not, nonexistingedges can be given weight 0 to complete the graph). Mathematically, the problem canbe formulated as follows (see e.g [16]). Let the graph be given by its weighted adjacencymatrix A. De�ne the matrix L := Diag(Ae) � A, where e is the vector of all ones. (Thematrix L is called the Laplacian matrix associated with the graph.) If a cut S is representedby a vector x where xi 2 f�1; 1g depending on whether or not i 2 S, we get the followingformulation for the max-cut problem.(MC) maximize 14xTLxsubject to x 2 f�1; 1gn:Using X := 14xxT , this is equivalent tomaximize tr LXsubject to diag(X) = 14erank(X) = 1X � 0:Dropping the rank condition we obtain a problem of the form (SDP) with no inequalities,a = 14e and A(X) = diag(X).This relaxation of max-cut is well known and studied e.g. in [9, 11, 21]. Goemans andWilliamson [11] have recently shown that the optimal value of this relaxation is at most14% above the value of the maximum cut, provided A � 0, i.e. no negative edge weightsexist.The variable X can be interpreted as being de�ned on the edge set of the (complete)graph. Therefore we can add further linear constraints, that are satis�ed by all edgevectors representing cuts. One such class of constraints is obtained by the following trivialobservation. Consider an arbitrary triangle with vertices i < j < k in the graph G. Thenany partition cuts either 0 or 2 of its edges. Translated into our model this leads to0BBB@ 1 1 11 �1 �1�1 1 �1�1 �1 1 1CCCA0B@ xijxikxjk 1CA+ 14 0BBB@ 1111 1CCCA � 0:(Note that in our model an edge is cut if xixj = �1; thus xij = �14:) The �rst constraintstates that at most 2 edges can be cut. The other 3 constraints state that if one edge iscut, then there must be at least one other edge which must lie in the cut. Let us nowcollect these constraints for all triangles in the operator B. Then this leads toB(X)� b � 0;4



where dim(B) = 4�n3� and b is a vector. Thus we get the following stronger relaxation formax-cut, �rst proposed in [21] maximize tr LXsubject to diag(X) � a = 0B(X)� b � 0X � 0:Dropping the semide�niteness constraint on X we obtain an ordinary Linear Programwhich is again a relaxation for max-cut. This relaxation is usually called the MetricRelaxation, because the polyhedronfX : B(X)� b � 0;diag(X) = agis often referred to as the metric polytope, see e.g. [15]. We point out that this LP has�n2� variables and roughly 23n3 (very sparse) constraints. This polyhedron turns out to behighly degenerate, so that it is still considered a computational challenge to optimize anarbitrary linear function over this polytope for say n � 40: (If the graph is planar, thenthe metric relaxation provides already the max-cut, see e.g. [5].)3.2 Graph BisectionGraph bisection is similar to the max-cut problem, but here we seek a partition (S; T )of the node set V such that the two sets have prespeci�ed cardinalities, say jSj = k andjT j = n � k for some given k. An important special case occurs if k = n=2. In thiscase, one looks for a partition of the node set into to sets of equal size, so as to minimizethe weight of the cut (this problem is usually formulated as a minimization rather thana maximization problem.) The additional cardinality constraint jSj = n=2 translates intoPi xi = 0: Thus we have (BS) minimize 14xTLxsubject to xi 2 f�1; 1geTx = 0:In analogy with max-cut, we obtain the following relaxation:minimize tr LXsubject to diag(X) = atr XJ = 0X � 0:Here J = eeT is the matrix of all ones. Note that the constraint tr JX = 0 is obtainedby squaring the cardinality constraint: 0 = (eTx)2 = tr JX: This relaxation was alsostudied in [10] where it was treated as a min-max eigenvalue problem using nonsmoothoptimization techniques. 5



3.3 Min-Max Eigenvalue ProblemsThe following min-max eigenvalue problem is studied, e.g., in [13, 18, 19]:�� := miny2<k �max(C +A(y)):Here, C 2 Mn and A : <k 7! Mn is a linear operator. Overton [18, 19] actually considersa more general case allowing A to be nonlinear. It is well known that this problem can bereformulated as an (SDP) problem:minimize �subject to �I �C �A(y) � 0y 2 <k; � 2 <:The dual is maximize tr CXsubject to AT (X) = 0tr X = 1X � 0:Note that complementary slackness at optimality implies that ZX = 0, withZ := �I � C �A(y). Dual feasibility then implies that the eigenvectors for the optimaleigenvalue are found as the columns of X. If strict complementary slackness holds, i.e.rank(X) + rank(Z) = n, then rank(X) equals the multiplicity of the optimal eigenvalue.Finally, applications to other combinatorial optimization problems are described in [3].These include among others the stable set problem and the computation of Lovasz's thetafunction.4 Interior-Point Method for SDPIn this section we will develop a primal-dual interior point method that solves (SDP)and (DSDP) simultaneously. The nature of this approach requires that there exists an Xstrictly satisfying the inequalities of the primal problem, i.e.b�B(X) > 0 and X � 0:Furthermore we assume without loss of generality that the equality constraints on X arelinearly independent, rank(A(�)) = k. Since we will have to apply operators A and B tononsymmetric matrices as well, we extend their de�nition by mapping the skew-symmetricpart to zero. This impliesA(M) = A(MT ) and B(M) = B(MT ): (4.1)We follow the usual derivation of primal-dual interior point methods in Linear Program-ming and �rst introduce the associated barrier problem for (DSDP), which we call the dual6



barrier problem:(DBP) minimize aTy + bT t� �(log detZ + eT log t)subject to AT (y) +BT (t)�C = Zt � 0; Z � 0: (4.2)Here � is a positive real number called the barrier parameter. We denote the objectivefunction of (DBP) by fD, i.e.fD(y; t; Z) := aTy + bT t� �(log detZ + eT log t):For each � > 0, there is a corresponding Lagrangian:L�(X; y; t; Z) = aTy + bT t� �(log detZ + eT log t)+DZ + C �AT (y)�BT (t);XE : (4.3)The �rst-order optimality conditions for the saddle point of this Lagrangian are obtainedeasily using the adjoint identity for A and B:rXL� = Z + C �AT (y)�BT (t) = 0 (4.4)ryL� = a�A(X) = 0 (4.5)rtL� = b�B(X)� �t�1 = 0 (4.6)rZL� = X � �Z�1 = 0: (4.7)The strict concavity of log detZ and log ti implies that there exists a unique solution(X�; y�; t�; Z�) to these optimality conditions. The one-parameter family f(X�; y�; t�; Z�) :0 � � � 1g is called the central trajectory. Given a point (X; y; t; Z) on the centraltrajectory it is easy to determine its associated � value using (4.6) and/or (4.7):� = tr(ZX)n = tT (b�B(X))m = tr(ZX) + tT (b�B(X))n+m : (4.8)We note that if the point is a feasible solution of the primal and the dual problem, tr(ZX)+tT (b � B(X)) is the gap between the primal and the dual objective value. We shall use(4.8) to associate � values with quadruples (X; y; t; Z) even when these quadruples don'tbelong to the central trajectory.Our interior-point algorithm is derived as follows. We start with a quadruple (X; y; t; Z)for which X � 0, Z � 0, t > 0, and b�B(X) > 0 but which is otherwise arbitrary. Fromthis point we estimate the current � value using (4.8) and divide it by two:� = tr(ZX) + tT (b�B(X))2(n+m) : (4.9)(Experience from linear programming indicates that this simple heuristic performs verywell, even though it does not guarantee monotonic decrease in �, see [25].) We next attemptto �nd step directions (�X;�y;�t;�Z) such that the new point (X + �X; y + �y; t+7



�t; Z + �Z) lies on the central trajectory at this value of �. However, since not all thede�ning equations, (4.4){(4.7), are linear, it is not possible to solve this system directly. Infact, only (4.6) and (4.7) are nonlinear. They can be written in several equivalent forms,each form giving rise to a di�erent linearization. We will discuss this for (4.7).�I � Z1=2XZ1=2 = 0 (4.10)�I �X1=2ZX1=2 = 0 (4.11)�Z�1 �X = 0 (4.12)�X�1 � Z = 0 (4.13)ZX � �I = 0 (4.14)ZX +XZ � 2�I = 0: (4.15)The �rst two linearizations are very popular in linear programming, in which case X andZ are diagonal matrices. The two forms are then the same and don't really involve squareroots. We rule these out, since they involve matrix square roots. The linearization of thethird form leads to Jarre's algorithm [13], which solves the problem from the dual side only.Analogously, linearization of (4.13) solves the problem from the primal side. This form isalso used in [22]. Linearizations of (4.14) and (4.15) contain the information of the currentprimal and dual solution at an equal degree and are especially well suited for Mehrotra's LPpredictor{corrector method as described in [7]. Linearization of (4.15) preserves symmetrybut the use of Kronecker products cannot be avoided [4]. Linearization of (4.14) violatessymmetry but only �X will not be symmetric and by taking the symmetric part of �Xwe will show that we still get a descent direction.We will use the linearization in (4.14). For simplicity of notation, we rewrite (4.4) to(4.7) as the functionF�(s) = F�(X; y; t; Z) := 0BBB@ Z + C �AT (y)�BT (t)a�A(X)t � (b�B(X))� �eZX � �I 1CCCA =: 0BBB@ FdFpFtBFZX: 1CCCA (4.16)The notation u � v denotes the Hadamard product (u � v)j = uj � vj of two vectors u and v.The solution s� to F�(s) = 0 satis�es the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (4.4) to (4.7) and is theoptimal solution to the barrier problem. To �nd a step direction �s = (�X;�y;�t;�Z)toward s�, we use Newton's Method, which says that �s must satisfyF� +rF�(�s) = 0:The step direction �s is therefore the solution of the system�Z �AT (�y)�BT (�t) = �Fd (4.17)�A(�X) = �Fp (4.18)�t � (b�B(X))� t �B(�X) = �FtB (4.19)Z�X +�ZX = �FZX: (4.20)8



This linear system can now be solved for (�X;�y;�t;�Z). Indeed, �rst we solve (4.17)for an obviously symmetric �Z (in terms of �y and �t),�Z = �Fd +AT (�y) +BT (�t); (4.21)and then substitute this expression into (4.20) to get�X = �Z�1 �X + Z�1FdX � Z�1(AT (�y) +BT (�t))X: (4.22)Evidently, �X is not symmetric in general. Substituting this expression for �X into(4.18), we get the �rst equation for �y and �tO11(�y) +O12(�t) = v1; (4.23)where O11 and O12 are the linear operators de�ned byO11(�) := A(Z�1AT (�)X) (4.24)O12(�) := A(Z�1BT (�)X) (4.25)and v1 is the vector v1 := �A(Z�1)� a+A(Z�1FdX): (4.26)Finally we substitute (4.22) into (4.19) and getO21(�y) +O22(�t) = v2; (4.27)where O21 and O22 are the linear operators de�ned byO21(�) := B(Z�1AT (�)X) (4.28)O22(�) := (b�B(X)) � t�1 � (�) +B(Z�1BT (�)X) (4.29)and v2 is the vector v2 := �t�1 � b+ �B(Z�1) +B(Z�1FdX): (4.30)Because of (4.1) operators O11 and O22 are self adjoint and operator O12 is the adjointoperator to O21. Equations (4.23) and (4.27) form a symmetric linear system for �y and�t. In fact, this system is even positive de�nite. To show this, we de�ne a new operatorO that mapsMn into <k+m: O(X) =  A(X)B(X) ! :The adjoint operator is given by the adjoint identity*O(X); yt!+ = DX;AT (y) +BT (t)E :9



The system can now be written asO(Z�1OT �y�t!X) +  0(b�B(X)) � t�1 � (�t)! =  v1v2!: (4.31)Observe that the second summand adds positive coe�cients to the main diagonal entriescorresponding to the inequality constraints. In fact this increment on the main diagonalis the only di�erence between inequality and equality constraints. The second summandclearly forms a positive semide�nite operator on ��y�t�. It is positive de�nite for all vectorshaving at least one component �ti 6= 0. For the �rst summand we getDO(Z�1OT (v)X); vE (4.32)= DZ�1OT (v)X;OT (v)E (4.33)= tr �Z� 12OT (v)X 12X 12OT (v)Z� 12 � (4.34)= DZ� 12OT (v)X 12 ; Z� 12OT (v)X 12E � 0: (4.35)SinceX and Z�1 are positive de�nite and the equality constraints are linearly independent,equality is possible if and only if v = 0 or at least one �ti 6= 0. It follows that the systemis indeed positive de�nite. It can be solved e�ciently in O((k + m)3). Observe that anequivalent representation of operator O(X) is given by (tr(A1X); : : : tr(Ak+mX))T with theAi being appropriately chosen symmetric matrices. Then the ij-th element of the matrixdescribing O(Z�1OT (�)X) reads tr(AiZ�1AjX).The solution yields a quadruple with �X 0 not necessarily symmetric. This is mendedby using the symmetric part of �X 0 only:�X = �X 0T +�X 02 : (4.36)To summarize, we solve for the quadruple �s = (�X;�y;�t;�Z) by �rst solving (4.23)and (4.27) for �y and �t and then substituting this into (4.21) to solve for �Z and �nallysubstituting that into (4.20) to solve for �X 0 of which we take the symmetric part only.In section 5 we will show that this indeed yields a descent direction.Having determined the desired quadruple, (�X;�y;�t;�Z), of step directions, wewould step to the new quadruple (X +�X; y +�y; t+�t; Z +�Z) except that it mightviolate the nonnegativity of t and b�B(X) and the positive de�niteness property requiredof the two matrices. Hence, we perform a line search to �nd constants �p and �d such thatt+ �d�t and b� B(X + �p�X) are strictly positive and X + �p�X and Z + �d�Z arepositive de�nite. Given �p and �d, we step to the new pointX + �p�Xy + �d�yt+ �d�tZ + �d�Z:We update � using (4.9) and repeat. The algorithm continues until the current quadruple(X; y; t; Z) satis�es primal feasibility, dual feasibility and the duality gap is su�cientlysmall. This completes the description of our interior-point algorithm.10



5 Descent Direction and ConvergenceIn this section, we will prove that the step direction (�X;�y;�t;�Z) indeed forms adescent direction with respect to an appropriately de�ned merit function. By assumingthe compactness of the set of primal feasible solutions and a strictly feasible starting pointwe are able to prove convergence of the method. It should be noted that we cannotmake use of the theory of Nesterov and Nemirovskii [17] since the descent direction is notthe Newton direction of the underlying problem. The line of argument follows a proofof Anstreicher and Vial [1, 26] for a convex programming problem without semide�nitevariables.For �xed �, we measure the progress of the algorithm using the convex merit functionf�(X; y; t; Z) = hZ;Xi � � log det(XZ) +tT (b�B(X))� �eT log(t � (b�B(X))) + (5.1)12 jjFpjj2 + 12 jjFdjj2As the minimum of (x � � log x) for x > 0 is attained at x = �, function f� is boundedbelow by (n+m)�(1 � log �).f� � (n+m)�(1 � log(�)) := c�: (5.2)We note that F�(s) = 0() f� = (n+m)�(1� log �). f� is continuously di�erentiable onthe interior of the feasible sets and grows towards in�nity on the boundary. The stepsizewill be chosen according to this function. In the following Lemma we prove that �s (asde�ned on page 10) is a descent direction of f�.Lemma 1 The directional derivative of f� in the direction �s satis�es*@f�@s ;�s+ � 0 (5.3)with equality holding if and only if F�(s) = 0.Proof. We have to prove that*@f�@X ;�X++ *@f�@y ;�y++ *@f�@t ;�t++ *@f�@Z ;�Z+ � 0The partial derivatives of f� are@f�@X = F Tp @Fp@X + F Td @Fd@X + Z � �X�1 �BT (t)� �BT ((b�B(X))�1)@f�@y = F Tp @Fp@y + F Td @Fd@y@f�@t = F Tp @Fp@t + F Td @Fd@t + b�B(X)� �t�1@f�@Z = F Tp @Fp@Z + F Td @Fd@Z +X � �Z�1:11



Summing the directional derivative over all partial derivatives of Fp we get*F Tp @Fp@X ;�X++ *F Tp @Fp@y ;�y+ + *F Tp @Fp@t ;�t+ + *F Tp @Fp@Z ;�Z+ == hFp;�A(�X)i= hFp;�A(�X 0)i= �jjFpjj2;where the third line follows from A(M) = A(MT ) and the fourth from (4.18). Analogouslywe get*F Td @Fd@X ;�X++ *F Td @Fd@y ;�y++ *F Td @Fd@t ;�t++ *F Td @Fd@Z ;�Z+ = �jjFdjj2:For the next step we observe that for a symmetric matrix S hS;�Xi = hS;�X 0i since theskew{symmetric part of �X 0 is orthogonal to symmetric matrices.DZ � �X�1;�XE+ DX � �Z�1;�ZE == DZ � �X�1;�X 0E + DX � �Z�1;�ZE= tr(I � �X�1Z�1)(Z�X 0 +�ZX)= �tr(I � �X�1Z�1)(ZX � �I)= �tr(ZX � 2�I + �2(ZX)�1)= � nXi=1 �i(ZX) �1� ���1i (ZX)�2 :As Z and X are positive de�nite, all eigenvalues of ZX are strictly positive. The lastexpression is less or equal to zero; and it equals zero if and only if ZX = �I.In quite the same manner we get(b�B(X)� �t�1)T�t+ (t� �(b�B(X))�1)TB(�X) == �(t � (b�B(X)))T (e� �t�1 � (b�B(X))�1)2:Again t � (b � B(X)) is strictly positive, so the expression is less or equal to zero; and itequals zero if and only if t � (b�B(X)) = �e.Summing up we have@f�@s �s = �jjFpjj2 � jjFdjj2 � nXi=1 �i(ZX) �1 � ���1i (ZX)�2 (5.4)�(t � (b�B(X)))T (e� �t�1 � (b�B(X))�1)2 � 0with equality holding if and only if the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, F�(s) = 0; are satis�ed.2 For the proof of convergence we make the assumption that the setX = fX : A(X) = a;B(X) � b;X � 0g (5.5)12



is compact and that we start with an interior point of the problem, i.e a quadruple s0 =(X0; y0; t0; Z0) such that a�A(X0) = 0b�B(X0) > 0Z0 + C �AT (y0)�BT (t0) = 0X0 � 0; t0 > 0; Z0 � 0: (5.6)It is not really necessary to require the equality constraints to hold, but it makes the proofmore transparent. It is computationally convenient to work with inaccurate line searchmethods. We will choose the stepsize � by the Goldstein-Armijo conditions�1� �����@f�@s �s����� � f�(s)� f�(s+ ��s) � �2� �����@f�@s �s����� (5.7)with 0 < �1 < �2 < 1. Because f� is bounded below and tends to in�nity on the boundary ofthe feasible region such an � > 0 always exists and s+��s is another point satisfying (5.6).Conditions (5.7) form a kind of su�cient decrease criterion and help to prove convergencefor �xed �.Similarly to (DBP) we de�ne the primal barrier problem as follows.(PBP) maximize hC;Xi + � log detX + �eT log(b�B(X))subject to a�A(X) = 0b�B(X) � 0X � 0: (5.8)The objective function of (PBP) will be denoted byfP (X) := hC;Xi+ � log detX + �eT log(b�B(X)): (5.9)Conditions (5.6) imply that the merit function is the gap between primal and dualbarrier problems evaluated at the current point, i.e. for s = (X; y; t; Z) satisfying (5.6) wehave f�(s) = fD(y; t; Z)� fP (X): (5.10)Since the merit function is decreasing with respect to the iterates for �xed �,f�(si+1) � f�(si); (5.11)and because of weak duality we know that the values of both barrier problems are bounded.We will show now that the minimal eigenvalue �min of the iterates X i, for �xed �, isbounded away from zero. We denote the maximal eigenvalue of all X 2 X by �̂max(if�̂max < 1 without loss of generality we set �̂max = 1), and the maximal slack of theinequality constraints by �̂max (again we set the value to one if necessary). Both valuesexist by the compactness of X .First note that using (5.10) and (5.2) we getfD(yi; ti; Z i) � fP (X0) + c�: (5.12)13



Combining (5.12), (5.11) and (5.10) we obtain the following lower bound on fP (X i):fP (X i) = fD(yi; ti; Z i)� f�(si) � fP (X0) + c� � f�(s0):Using weak duality we can bound fP from above as follows:fP (X i) � aTy0 + bT t0 + �(log detX i + eT log(b�B(X i)))� aTy0 + bT t0 + �(n log �̂max +m log �̂max) + � log �min(X i):Note here that �̂max � 1.This yields for all i � 0�min(X i) � exp �hZ0;X0i+ t0T (b�B(X0)) + f�(s0)� c�� + c!| {z }=: �min;� > 0 (5.13)where c is a negative constant (independent of �). Analogously we get a lower boundgreater than zero for the minimum slack �min;� of the iterates. Using these bounds we willnow show that the iterates Z i stay bounded. First we observe thathZ;Xi � �min(X) nXj=1 �j(Z) (5.14)Obviously minzj�0;P zi=tr(Zi)�min;� nXj=1 zi � � nXj=1 log(zi) � DZ i;X iE � � log detZ i (5.15)for all iterates i. So if the left hand side goes to plus in�nity for tr(Z) ! 1 this impliesthat f� goes to in�nity. With this in mind we investigate the Lagrangian of the left handside L = �min;� nXj=1 zi � � nXj=1 log(zi) +  0@ nXj=1 zi � tr(Z)1A : (5.16)The Kuhn{Tucker conditions yieldzi = tr(Z)n i = 1; : : : ; n (5.17)and for tr(Z) ! 1 the left hand side indeed goes to plus in�nity. We may thereforeconclude that the iterates Z i remain bounded, because of (5.11). Analogously the resultcan be proved for t. The boundedness of both then implies the boundedness of y by theequality constraints. So for �xed � the iterates remain within a compact set.Having established compactness it is easy to prove convergence for �xed � by some wellknown results from nonlinear optimization, see e.g. [1].14



Theorem 2 For a �xed value of � let fsig be a sequence generated by the algorithm withthe stepsize satisfying conditions (5.7) at each iteration and with the starting point s0satisfying (5.6). Then fsig converges to a point s� in the relative interior of the feasibleregion and F�(s�) = 0.Proof. By the considerations above all points of the sequence lie within a compactset contained in the relative interior of the feasible region. Therefore sequence fsig hasa convergent subsequence nskok2K converging to s�, a point in the relative interior of thefeasible region. By a standard result from global convergence theory, conditions (5.7) implythat n@f�@s �skjj�sk jjok2K ! 0. But jj�skjj is bounded for all k 2 K because rF�(s�) is nonsingular and f� is continuously di�erentiable, so we must have n@f�@s �skok2K ! 0. FromLemma 1 we conclude that F�(s�) = 0. 2In order to get a sequence of points converging to the solution of the unperturbedproblem, � will be decreased by a constant factor 0 < � < 1 whenever�����@f@s�si����� < �� (5.18)for some 0 < � < 12 . By Theorem 2 this will eventually be the case for some sj . We willnow show that the sequence formed by these fsjgj2J converges to a point satisfying theKuhn-Tucker conditions (4.4) to (4.7).Theorem 3 Let n�ko be a sequence of positive numbers converging to zero. Let fsig bethe sequence of points generated by the algorithm using criterion (5.18) for switching tothe next �-value of the sequence n�ko. Let fsjgj2J be the subsequence of fsig formed bythe points at which �-switching occurs. Then fsjgj2J converges to a point s� ful�lling theKuhn-Tucker conditions (4.4) to (4.7).Proof. For a point s satisfying (5.18) for a certain � we get from (5.4)�i(ZX) �1 � ���1i (ZX)�2 < ��; i = 1 : : : n(t � (b�B(X)))T (e� �t�1 � (b�B(X))�1)2 < ��:For a variable x > 0 we havex�1 � �x�2 < �� =) �2 < x < 2�:Therefore �2 < �i(ZX) < 2� (5.19)�2 e < t � (b�B(X)) < 2�e (5.20)15



and, for � small enough, we get the following bound for f�f� < (n+m)� (2� log �� log 2) : (5.21)Furthermore the gap between primal and dual feasible solution is bounded byhZ;Xi + tT (b�B(X)) < 2(n +m)�: (5.22)As in (5.13) this bounds the minimal eigenvalue of X�min(X) � exp �hZ;Xi + tT (b�B(X)) + f� � c�� + c1! > �c2 > 0 (5.23)with a negative constant c1 and a positive constant c2 (independent of �). It is now easyto bound �max(Z) by �c2�max(Z) < hZ;Xi < 2n�: (5.24)Analogously we get the boundedness of t and consequently of y. So for �! 0 we have�i(ZX) ! 0; i = 1 : : : n =) ZX ! 0t � (b�B(X)) ! 0; i = 1 : : :mf�(t;X; y; Z) ! 0:Because of the special choice of the sj the same is true for the sequence fsjgj2J . Becauseof compactness there must be an accumulation point s�. By the considerations above s�is feasible and satis�es the Kuhn-Tucker conditions of the original problem. 2Note, that f ! 0 implies that the gap between the primal and dual solutions indicatedby s� is zero. This is another proof of strong duality.6 Computational Results6.1 Interior Point Approach for Max{CutIn this section we show how the Max{Cut relaxation given in Section 3 can be implementede�ciently within this framework. We �rst look at the relaxation without the triangleinequalities. The resulting program is very simple and can be solved for quite large n veryfast, see Table 1.The cost matrix is given by the Laplacian L of the weighted adjacency matrix of thegraph. The SDP forming the relaxation readsmaximize trLXsubject to diag(X) = 14e =: aX � 0: (6.1)16



Size n Iterations CPU minutes100 14 0.8150 12 2.5200 12 6.5250 13 14.4300 14 30.4400 14 84.6500 14 173.3Table 1: SDP relaxation for max-cut. The times given are CPU minutes on a 486 PCrunning with 66 MhzSince Diag is the adjoint of diag, the dual SDP readsminimize aTysubject to Diag(y)� L = ZZ � 0: (6.2)It is easy to show that the starting pointX := Diag(a) (6.3)y := 1:1 � abs(L)e (6.4)Z := Diag(y)� L (6.5)satis�es all the requirements of (5.6). Now we plug in the algorithm and getO11(�y) = diag(Z�1Diag(�y)X) = (Z�1 �X)�y (6.6)v1 = �diag(Z�1)� a: (6.7)This means that at each iteration we solve the system by computing�y := (Z�1 �X)�1(�diag(Z�1)� a) (6.8)�Z := Diag(�y) (6.9)�X 0 := �Z�1 �X � Z�1�ZX (6.10)�X := (�X 0T +�X 0)=2: (6.11)To further emphasize the simplicity and ease of implementation of this approach, we includea MATLAB{function in the appendix, that solves this relaxation. For problems of sizesup to n � 200 this is a very e�cient code and the reader is encouraged to test it.The numerical results of Table 1 were computed on a PC using a C encoded versionof this algorithm. We point out that the number of iterations does not seem to dependsigni�cantly on n. The computation times are minutes on an MS-DOS machine running17



with 66 Mhz. The instances were generated as random unweighted graphs with edge prob-ability p = 0:5, we set the stopping condition to 6 digits of accuracy, as in the MATLABroutine from the appendix.As a second experiment we looked at the max-cut relaxation where we included allthe 4�n3� triangle inequalities along with the semide�niteness constraints, see section 3.1.When we included triangle constraints it turned out favorable to use Mehrotra's predictor{ corrector approach, which is closely investigated in [7]. In this case the system is solvedtwice with the same factorization but with di�erent right hand sides. First the right handside is chosen as to minimize the objective, the second step computes a good centeringdirection for the predicted point. The triangle inequalities were included successivelyaccording to their amount of violation, but for the bene�t of the reader we will omit thedetails. Some results for random graphs are given in Table 2. Most of the time the bestcut was already found by the relaxation without triangles and could not be improved lateron. It was constructed from the rounded rows of X giving an initial cut. We then applieda local improvement strategy to this cut by considering swapping any single node from oneside to the other side of the cut. If any such swap improved the cut, we chose the swapwith highest gain. We stopped if no further improvement could be obtained this way.We note that these semide�nite programs have n equality and 4�n3� inequality con-straints in the dual program. The �nal solution satis�es all these constraints and wasobtained after it interior point iterations, see the last column. To be explicit, the solutionof problems with n = 100 satis�es 4�1003 � = 646; 800 inequality constraints. Our approachdoes not seem to depend on structural properties of the underlying graph. It signi�cantlyextends purely polyhedral techniques for max-cut. Further and more substantial compu-tational results with this approach, applied to max-cut, will appear in a forthcoming study[6].6.2 Min-Max Eigenvalue ProblemsConsider the min-max eigenvalue problem:minimize �max(C �Diag(v))subject to eTv = 0: (6.12)The objective function in (6.12) is not di�erentiable when the multiplicity of the largesteigenvalue exceeds one. In fact, a singleton eigenvalue characterizes di�erentiability. Sincethe largest eigenvalue is a convex function, subgradient approaches can be used to solve(6.12) (see, e.g., [8]). More recently, it has been shown that Newton-based algorithms withlocal quadratic convergence exist (see, e.g., [20]) but the local convergence depends oncorrectly identifying the multiplicity of the largest eigenvalue. We present computationalexperiments showing that our interior-point method is indeed robust in the presence ofhigh multiplicity.By minimizing � over the set n�I � C �Diag(v); eTv = 0o and substituting y := v+�e18



n cut upper b. ( %) hh.mm.ss itrandom graphs, edge-weights 2 f�10; : : : ; 10g30 330 330.0001 (0.0) 00.00.54 5940 619 619.0000 (0.0) 00.02.02 6050 708 708.0001 (0.0) 01.04.22 16670 1215 1248.7142 (2.8) 04.42.21 220100 2440 2540.2528 (4.1) 37.56.05 266random unweighted graphs, edgeprob. 0:530 143 143.0000 (0.0) 00.00.56 6240 245 245.6864 (0.3) 00.59.19 24750 374 375.3689 (0.4) 01.54.18 25070 723 726.0399 (0.4) 05.57.22 257100 1413 1427.8731 (1.1) 22.45.24 264Table 2: Solutions to Max{Cut relaxation with triangle inequalities. The number of nodesin the graph is n, cut refers to the best cut found, upper b. is the value of the relaxation,% is the percentage of the gap between relaxation and best cut found. The next columngives the computation times on a DEC-station (the last line was computed on a Silicon-Graphics which is about twice as fast), it gives the number of iterations. Note that it isalmost independent of n if the gap is not closed.we see that (6.12) is indeed a special case (with a = e=n) of the more general problemminimize aTysubject to Diag(y)� C � 0: (6.13)The MATLAB code given in the appendix also applies to this problem. To test the codeon problem instances that exhibit given multiplicity at the optimal solution, we developeda special generator which we now describe.To generate positive semide�nite programs we generate the elements of a uniformly onsome interval of the nonnegative half-line (the primal problem is clearly infeasible if anycomponent of a is negative). For the experiments described below, we used a = e=n.Given a, we generate C as follows. First, we generate an n�m random matrix A andapply row scaling to make all squared row norms equal to the corresponding elements ofa. That is, diag(AAT ) = a: (6.14)We denote the columns of A by v1; : : : ; vm. We then construct n�m additional random n-vectors vm+1; : : : ; vn and apply Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization to v1; : : : ; vn to producean n � n orthogonal matrix Q whose �rst m columns span the same space as v1; : : : ; vm.Finally, we set C = Q�QT ; (6.15)19



Time (MM:SS.S)n m k BT IP10 1 1 0.0 0.020 1 1 0.1 0.330 1 1 0.3 1.050 1 1 1.2 4.2100 1 1 12.6 35.6200 1 1 1:56.9 6:17.4Table 3: Statistics for problems with multiplicity 1. BT refers to the Bundle Trust methodand IP refers to our Interior-Point method.
Time (MM:SS.S) Commentsn m k BT IP20 3 3 0.4 0.420 5 5 2.8 0.320 5 12 2.8 0.320 8 8 2.7 0.320 12 12 3.6 0.330 3 3 1.5 1.030 3 6 1.5 0.930 6 6 18.2 0.830 10 10 4.0 1.0 Num. trouble in BT50 5 5 >20:00.0 4.3 5 sig. �g. in BT100 3 3 18.7 33.9100 6 6 >15:00.0 36.9 5 sig. �g. in BT500 50 50 - 2:02:47.0 No attempt at BTTable 4: Statistics for problems with higher built-in multiplicity. BT refers to the BundleTrust method and IP refers to our Interior-Point method.20



where � is a diagonal matrix whose �rst k � m entries are all set to �max (which is aconstant that can be chosen arbitrarily { we used 5) and the remaining diagonal entriesare generated uniformly on some interval that is strictly smaller than �max. For such amatrix C, we claim that X = AATy = �maxeZ = Diag(y)�Cis optimal. Indeed, it follows from (6.14) that X is feasible for the primal and it is clearfrom (6.15) that (y; Z) is feasible for the dual. Finally, optimality follows from the absenceof a duality gap: tr(ZX) = trf(�maxI � C)AATg = 0The last equality follows from the fact that the columns of A are eigenvectors of C asso-ciated with the maximal eigenvalue.Table 3 shows the comparison between the bundle trust method and our interior-pointmethod when the optimal eigenvalue is a singleton (k = 1). For these problems, the bundletrust method is three to four times faster. However, this situation never arises in practice.Indeed, for k = 1 in our construction above, we see that we are requiring the vector of allones to be a maximal eigenvector of C. This is clearly an unlikely event in real applicationsto happen.Table 4 shows comparisons for higher multiplicities. Here the results look much betterfor the interior-point method. In fact, it is clear that the bundle trust method completelybreaks down rather rapidly as the multiplicity increases.7 AppendixThe following MATLAB function solves the semide�nite programming problem describedabove with A(X) = diag(X) and no inequality constraints. We include it to furtheremphasize the simplicity of our interior point approach. We assume that MATLAB'sversion 4 is available in the positive de�niteness test, using MATLAB's built in functionchol. Other than that the program could also be run under older versions of MATLAB.We have somewhat arbitrarily set the stopping condition to 6 digits of accuracy. Thus,after successful termination, we return primal and dual feasible solutions, whose objectivevalues agree on approximately 6 digits.In all our practical experiments it proved unnecessary to check the decrease of the meritfunction. Therefore this feature is not included in the present algorithm. We also mentionthat in case of 'large steps', i.e. �p +�d � 1:8 we reduce � by a factor of 4, and otherwiseby a factor of 2.function [phi, X, y] = psd_ip( L);% solves: max trace(LX) s.t. X psd, diag(X) = b; b = ones(n,1)/4% min b'y s.t. Diag(y) - L psd, y unconstrained,% input: L ... symmetric matrix 21



% output: phi ... optimal value of primal, phi =trace(LX)% X ... optimal primal matrix% y ... optimal dual vector% call: [phi, X, y] = psd_ip( L);digits = 6; % 6 significant digits of phi[n, n1] = size( L); % problem sizeb = ones( n,1 ) / 4; % b>0 works just as wellX = diag( b); % initial primal matrix is pos. def.y = sum( abs( L))' * 1.1; % initial y is chosen so thatZ = diag( y) - L; % initial dual slack Z is pos. def.phi = b'*y; psi = trace( L*X); % initial dual and primal costsmu = trace( Z*X)/( 2*n); % initial complementarityiter=0; % iteration countdisp([' iter alphap alphad gap lower upper']);while phi-psi > phi*10^(-digits) % while duality gap is too largeiter = iter + 1; % start a new iterationZi = inv( Z); % inv(Z) is needed explicitelydy = (Zi.*X) \ (mu * diag(Zi) - b); % solve for dydX = - Zi * diag( dy) * X + mu * Zi - X; % backsubstitute for dXdX = ( dX + dX')/2; % symmetrise% line search on primalalphap = 1; % initial steplength[dummy,posdef] = chol( X + alphap * dX ); % test if pos.defwhile posdef > 0,alphap = alphap * .8;[dummy,posdef] = chol( X + alphap * dX );end;if alphap < 1, alphap = alphap * .95; end; % stay away from boundary% line search on dual; dZ is handled implicitely: dZ = diag( dy);alphad = 1;[dummy,posdef] = chol( Z + alphad * diag(dy) );while posdef > 0;alphad = alphad * .8;[dummy,posdef] = chol( Z + alphad * diag(dy) );end;if alphad < 1, alphad = alphad * .95; end;% updateX = X + alphap * dX;y = y + alphad * dy;Z = Z + alphad * diag(dy);mu = trace( X * Z) / (2*n);if alphap + alphad > 1.8, mu = mu/2; end; % speed up for long stepsphi = b' * y; psi = trace( L * X);% display current iterationdisp([ iter alphap alphad (phi-psi) psi phi ]);end; % end of main loopReferences[1] K.M. ANSTREICER, J.-P. VIAL. On the Convergence of an Infeasible Primal-22
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